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By Matt Knoop
An interesting facet of the possible war with Iraq presents a question
to the legal scholars among us -who has
what type of authority in foreign affairs?
Article 11, section 2 of the ~onstitutibn
begins by proclaiming the President the
Commander-in-Chief of our armed
forces, while Article I, section 8 states
that Congress has the power to declare
war. Our separated system of powers
demands such checks and balances
among governmental branches that often find themselves diametrically opposed.
Recent history demonstrates
numerous commitments of troops to
batt1.e in spite of Congressional silence,'
and this action raises questions about our
executive office's presence in an area
textually committed to the legislative
branch. Presidential authority over foreign affairs has remained a central issue in separation of powers scholarship
since the executive branch committed
troops to the conflict in Vietnam.
On Janualy 3 1st the Georgia
State University College of Law welcomed to its annual Symposium a panel
of distinguished scholars to speak about
presidential authority in foreign affairs.
Two panels of speakers discussed various constitutional issues, and Prof.
Jefferson Powell of Duke University issued a response at the conclusion of the
morning and aftelnoon sessions. Prof.
Powell has published numerous books
on constitutional interpretation, and his

By Ilsooke Si1lvstl~or.i~
The Facts
Senate Bill 440 (SB 440),
passed in 19!24, requires children between the ages of 13 and 17 to be prosecuted as an adult if the child is accused
of committing one of the offenses called
the "seven deadly sins" in Georgia. Under SB 440 the "seven deadly sins include: murder, rape, anned robbery (with
a firearm), aggravated child molestation,
aggravated sodomy, aggravated sexual
battely and voluntaly manslaughter."
Although children under the age of 13
1
can be prosecuted as adults in Georgia,
the decision to do so is determined by
the juvenile court, as was the case for
children 13- 17 prior to SB 440.
Once convicted in Superior
Court'under SB 440, SB 441 attaches
and imposes a minimum sentence of 10
years without the possibility of parole.
In some circumstances juveniles could
actually end up saving life in prison without the possibility of parole. Equally grim
is the fact that these children serve their
ientences in adult prisons.
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responses to the panel discussions fa- President cannot command troops in
vored an ad hoc approach to the split of war until Congress has acted.
Prof. Robert Delahunty, the
authority, with history lending its position to the President. He maintains that Deputy General Counsel of the White
both Korea and Vietnam were wars and House Office of Homeland Security,
the President's commitment of troops to disagreed completely and favored coneach indicates the executive office's stitutional allocation of power to the
executive office. He advocated a poauthority over fore2n affairs.
During the moming panel two sition based on context. For example,
speakers favored Congressional alloca- the Federal Army at the creation of the
tion of power in foreign affairs. Prof. Constitution had seven hundred solDavid Adler, an author of numerous diers. The nation faced encroachment
books on constitutional interpretation, on all borders. For this reason, the
argued that if the Founders had wanted Founders intended that Congress proto create a monarchy, they would have vide the President with the power to
done so. In choosing to instead create respond to threat quickly and flexibly.
Teresa Roseborough, a litigaa republic, they indicated their prefertion partner in the Atlanta office of
ence for separation of powers.
Dr. Louis Fisher, a senior spe- Sutherland,Asbill & Brennan, provided
cialist in separation of powers with the a practical reminder that much of conCongressional Research Service of the stitutional law is theoly. The political
Libra~yof Congress argued a tex tualist power of the various actors in any given
position. Because the text gives Con- situation dictates the division of power,
gress the power to declare war, the which is the product of compromise and

negotiation.
The afternoon panel discussed
the means by which power is allocated
in the absence of a firm Constitutional
standard. Prof. Phillip Bobbitt, the A. W.
Walker Centennial Chair in Law at the
University of Texas, advocated that Prof.
Powell publish a book on the use of general constitutional principles in certain
Congressional proceedings, such as impeachments and confirmations. In this
manner our government's foundational
principles would dictate how Congress
could question an individual.
Prof. Neal Devins, the Acting
Director of the Institute of Bill of Rights
Law, argued that certain governmental
actions, like bringing back the draft, would
force the public to become more engaged
in the political process. Prof. Michael
Gerhardt with the William and Mary
School of Law provided constitutional
and fiistorical analysis of the federal impeachment and appointment processes.
Prof. Lash LaRue, the Class of
1958Alumni Professor of Law at Frances
Lewis Law Center, concluded the afternoon panel with a discussion of his experiences as a trial lawyer in Mississippi in
the late 1960s. He claimed that in order
to involve the public in constitutional law,
the narrator needs to tell a good story.
In this way, he enabled people in Mississippi to recognize the benefits that enfranchising blacks would bring to the
South.
The Law Review thanks its distinguished speaken and guests for a truly
outstanding 2003 Symposium.

the juveniles are kept separate from the
adults. However, parent after parent
told the legislators that their sons were
in fact being exposed to and harassed
by the adults at Atrendale. One mother
said, "my son's 'friend' is 46 years old."
And a 15 year-old was told by a prison
guard, "if you don't want to be the victim, you must becoke a predator." Another mother, whose son was sent to
prison at age 15, testified that she paid
extortion money to adult inmates in order to save her son's life, after he was
declared the "property" of an older inmate and sold for sexual favors.
Furthermore, a representative
from the Southern Center for Human
Rights testified to an incident that happened at Lee Arrendale prison in which
-several juveniles were escorted to a
field outside and strip-searched in front
of their adult counter-parts while cars
passed by on the side of the road. A
lawsuit is culrently pending against the
prison on failure to protect grounds.

completely off the books. MAJJ has been
diligently fighting to repeal SB 440 for
years, and their diligence just might pay
off. Mr. Schindler, an attorney with the
Youth Law Center in Washington D.C.,
informed the legislators that there is absolutely no research to support SB 440
and other bills like it as an effective way
to reduce juvenile crime.
And not-only is it ineffective, it
doesn't work.
The research shows that juveniles convicted and sentenced in the adult
system are more likely to re-offend and
to do so by committing more serious
crimes. At the hearing, 6 legislators became aware of the horrors this bill imposes upon our society, our families and
particularly, our children. And as soon as
they became aware, they all vowed to
do something. Now, we have to make
the other 230 legislators aware of the
realities of SB 440. Maybe then the juveniles in the "justice" system of Georgia just might have a chance.

Mormhg Panel Pai*ticipants, leji to i+gJrt:David Adlei; Robert Delahunty,
Louis Fisher, Tei-esaHoseborouglz, and Jeffeiasorz Powell

prayed and even lobbied for SB 440's
repeal, but the legislators were not willing to listen. Fortunately, that all changed
on Janualy 17, 2003 when Senator
Vincent Fort sponsored apublic hearing
on the issue, in order to hear from the
community about the real life effects of
SB 440.
At 7pm sharp room 3 17 of the
Legislative Office Building was already
filled beyond capacity. The rainy weather
outside could not keep this crowd from
the opportunity to speak out against SB
440 to legislators who were finally willing to listen. There were 6 legislators in
attendance and the crowd was primalily comprised of those whose lives, both
professional and personal, have been
directly affected by SB 440 - mothers,
fathers, siblings, attorneys, clergy, and
judges to name a few.
The family members spoke
about the same tragic circumstances that
face kids incarcerated under SB 440.
In fact, the legislators were particularly
interested in whether, contrary to the
word of the Department of Corrections,
adults have access to juveniles in prison.
In Georgia, Lee Arrendale
prison houses juveniles convicted under
SB 440 until they turn 17. Supposedly,

The Answer
Several mothers from the organization Mothets Advocating Juvenile
Justice (MAJJ) told the legislators that
they will not be satisfied until SB 440 is
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vacy advocates are concesned that as it
stands now, Federal law will not provide
sufficient safeguards to protect privacy
rights against advances in monitoring
technology. The recently passed USA
Patriot Act mandates that online
searches and seizures of infollnation are
not subject to the
traditional standard of probable
cause, but rather
are permissible so
long as Federal
agents believe that
the information
sought is "relevant
and material to an ongoing criminal investigation."
One of the newest tools in electronic surveillance, Carnivore (or
DSC 1000 as it is officially named), is an
advanced monitoring and filtering system designed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation to counter the increasing
use of the Internet by criminalsand terrorists. Opponents of the system argue
that it does not satisfy the particularity
requirement of the Wanant Clause and
also cite the probability that the system
could be utilized to monitor random
Internet users in the absence of probable cause. In order to understand Carnivore, one must first understand how
the Intemet transfers data and how that
function is fundamentally different from

other follns of electronic colnlnunication.
The Internet transfers data in
packets, file-poltionsofa unifolln size.
A large file is broken into many packets,
while a smaller one has fewer packets.
Includedin the packet are routing information, contain in^
the addressee's IP
address and where
the file originates,
and some of the actual file's content.
Congress and the
courts have misunderstood the nature
ofpackets, analogizing them to traditional
telephone calls. However, this analogy
is incowect because the routing information of a phone call (e.g. the number
calling and the number being called) can
be separated from the content of the '
convetsation. Due to the nature of packets, separation of address infomation
from message content is impossible.
This distinction is ciucial because of the importance the courts have
placed on protecting the content of communications. Under Federal law, police
have access to the routing information
of telephone users without a warrant.
The reasoning behind this rule is simply
that telephone numbers do not fall into
the categoly the Fousth Amendment is
designed to protect. Howeve]; under the

Federal wiretapping laws, police must
attain court approval that is actually more
stringent than that of a traditional warrant in order to record.actua1 conversations. This standard is easily applied to
telephone communications since the
routing information and content of the
conversation is easily separable; however, it is not applicable to Internet communications. Nonetheless, Congress has
inappropriately applied the standard of
phone number tracing to packets in drafting recent legislation and as a result
online privacy rights may have taken a
tremendous blow.
Despite the ambiguities surrounding the issue of online privacy, one
thing is abundantly clear: the current law
is inadequate to ensure that the individual
user's privacy is not compromised. It is
inevitable that technology will continue
to improve and that colporations, individuals and the government will. have
more efficient means of eavesdropping
on Internet users. While it is urgent to
develop effective tools to monitor and
protect against potential threats,, Congress must not forfeit the individual's
right to privacy in the process. Congress and the courts must recognize the
urgency this issue presents and must
make a concerted effort to understand
the complexities of new technologies so
that George Orwell's Big Brother does
not become a reality.

The DemocraticPasty still holds
a strong majority in the Georgia State
On Monday, Janualy 13th, the House, but their control over the entire
2003 session of the Georgia General Capitol has come to an end for the first
Assembly opened with many new faces time in 130 years. The Govetnorship and
in and around the Capitol, and some the State Senate are now in the hands
heavy politicking between both political of the GOP due to the November elecparties over leadership under the gold tions and some pasty switching that ocdome.
c-----~ ~ r r pafter
d
t---he
----On Monday morning, Terry elections. In the
Coleman a Democrat from Eastman, State Senate, the
was elected Speaker of the House of Democrats have
Representatives replacing the long reign- retained the title
ing Tom Murphy who lost his re-elec- of President of
tion bid for the Georgia House in No- the Senate, with
vember. The Speaker's race was a Lieutenant Govheated contest that began after the ernor Mark Tay~emocraticCaucus met back in No- lor presiding.
vember and elected Coleman, a long- However, Eric
standing Representative and Chairman Johnson, a Reof the ~ ~ ~ r o b r i a t iCommittee,
ons
as the publican fiom Sacandidate for Speaker. In the days af- vannah who was elected President Proter Coleman's nomination Representa- Tempore of the State Senate, has astive Larry Walker, a Democrat from sumed many of the Lt. Governor's powPeny and the Majority Leader in the ers as the Republican controlled Senate
House, squared off against Coleman for adopted several rule changes on the first
the Speaker's gavel. Walker was heavily day of the session.
endorsed by Governor-Elect Sonny PerThe GOP now controls a madue, who was seeking a further increase jority in the State senate for the first time
in GOP control at the Capitol by pushing since Reconstruction. The grand finale
for Walker's election to create a biparti- to the session's first d G fireworks was
san State House. The contest raged on Governor Sonny Perdue's swearing in.
up until the hours before the final vote, Governor Perdue, a Republican from
when Walker's candidacy was finally Bonaire, was sworn in as Georgia's 8 1st
abandoned by the Governor-Elect and a Governor. Perdue defeated incumbent
newly forged GOPIDemocratic coali- Governor Roy Barnes in the November
tion. In the final vote, Rep. Coleman election, and his election has been touted
defeated Lynn Westmoreland, a Repub- as one of the biggest upsets in Georgia
lican from Sharpsburg, by a 109 to 70 political history. Monday ended with an
margin for the position of Speaker of the inaugural celebration for the new govGeorgia House.
ehor at the Georgia World Congress

Center that included a special appearance by Ray Charles.
The remainder of the first week
of the 2003 session was not quite as
exciting as Monday's events, but continued to keep the Legislators, lobbyists,
and staff members at the Capitol on their
toes. On Wednesday, Governor Perdue
announced his
budget proposal
for supplemental
2003 and fiscal
year 2004. To the
surprise of many,
the Governor announced tax increases to counter
the estimated budget shortfall of
$620 million for
the upcoming
year. The Governor's proposed tax increases included a "sin tax" on cigarettes
and alcohol, and a raise in property taxes
by lowering the current property exemption rate. Mixed emotions followed the
announcement most notably from Republican Legislators who were upset that
a newly elected Republican Governor
would mention the words "tax" and
"raise" in the same sentence.
Both the Senate and House
leadership spent much of the first week
deciding on Committee Chairmanships
and assignments for members. No significant legislation was voted on during
the first week of the session, but over
100 bills were introduced in the State
House and over 20 were introduced in
the State Senate.
As for the top issues this legis-

lative session, the budget is the biggest
.issue that evetyone is talking about.
Most of the 2003 legislative session will
be spent ttying to balance a budget shortfall in the current down economy. Of
course the flag debate, which is already
on many people's minds, will probably
be intsoduced during the session, as well
as the possibility of re-opening the redistricting debate. Both of these issues
could probably make it out of the GOP
controlled Senate, but will be hard to pass
through the democratically controlled
House. Other significant issues that are
expected to come up this session will be
a re-visitation of predatoty lending policies, tort reform relating to medical malpractice suits, and ethics reform. Govemor Perdue has already issued executive orders to his staff regarding ethics
reform, and there is a good chance he
will push the-Legislatureto do the same.
The General Assembly was in
recess for the week of January 20ch to
allow time for Appropriation hearings.
The Legislature re-convened on Monday, January 27th for the 6th day of the
required 40-day session. The Legislature assembled Monday evening to hear
Governor Perdue's State of the State
address. This years session will be an
exciting one to watch, so stay tuned!

In his classic novel " 1984,"
George Olwell described a world In
which evely movement of ordinaty citizens was tracked and traced by an ominous computer system dubbed "Big
Brother." He may have been about 7
years off the mark, but many privacy
advocates and civil libertarians are asking whether O~well'svision of the future may finally have come true.
Much like the world of" 1984,"
evely movement a person makes online
is traced and tracked the instant it is
made. Evety email a person sends, evety post made on a forum, evely instant
message received and evely website a
person visits is catalogued on ari ISP
server for an indeterminate length of
time. That infomation is used for a number of pulposes ranging from relatively
harmless intemal marketing to stuffing
innocent web-surfers' mailboxes full of
s p a n Many have argued that Internet
monitoring should be made illegal. These
arguments have been met with mixed
success given that courts have ygt to
adequately address what, if any, expectation of privacy a person has while using the Intemet.
The events of September 11,
200 1 and the legislation enacted as a
result have sewed to further muddy
these already murky waters. Some pri-

-

-

-
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Counterpoint

POINT:

BUSINGS H O U L D NOT B E U S E D

TO OVERICOME DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS
By Brian Mc Carthy .
In 1992, the Supreme Court
struck down forced busing in the case
of Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467. The
court illustrated that when the school
system begins with a good faith based
commitment to desegregation and the
resegregation is based on private choices,
then the actions do not have constitutional implications.
Students should not have to bebused across the county or city in order
to assure a desegregation level. Many
communities talk of the "white flight" to
suburban areas and support that the resulting resegregated schools must be
remedied by the courts through forced
busing of the students. As the court in
Freeman illustrated, if resegregation is
the result of free choice, i.e. where to
live and raise your family, then these
actions do not present any constitutional
implications and cannot be remedied by
the courts.
All of this, of course, assumes
a good faith adherence to desegregation by the school system. The school
system in Freeman was actually DeKalb
County here in Atlanta. The school system had illustrated a good faith adherence by minority hiring practices and dis-

-

'

1970s, many states including Georgia
found a solution in busing systems. Underthis Supreme Court-authorized prov ~ I s stand here and look out
gram,
black children are bused to prethe thousandso f ~ e g r faces,
o
and
dominately
white schools and vice-versa.
the thousands of white faces, interlningled like the waters o f a river, I see This system was the prevalent method
only one face -the face ofthe future." of ensuring integration, and enjoyed a
Martin Luther King, Jr. spoke high level
successNow, over four decades after
these infamous words before a Youth
~~~~h for integrated schools on ~
~ Brown,
~
ipublic
l schools in this country are
more
racially
segregated than before de18,1959, reiteratinghis dream for racial
segregation
programs
began to take efintegration.
court fect. A study by Harvard's Civil Rights
ln 1954, the suprelne
made great strides towards getting this Project of school po~ulationPatterns
nation one step closer to an integrated finds that white students in the US come
~ublic-schoolpopulasociety with its historic ~ l i n on
g Brown ~ d s 6I~ercentof
tion
and
go
to
schools
where 80 per~ent
v. ~~~~dof Education. ~ fseeingt evi~ ~
of
classmates
are
white;
and blacks,
dence that seg&gation results in apoorer
of educationand the lowering of Latinos and American Indians also genthe self-esteeln of minolity children, the e d l y go to schools where they are maCourt found that separate cannot be joli@.
Black students now typically go
equal under the Constitution.
to schools where fewer than 3 1 percent
~f~~~desegregation was mandated, it became
that people would of their classmates are white, the new
not honor the law unless it was enforced Haward study found.That is less conby the govelnment. Ten years after the tact than in 1970, a year before the SuBrown decision, only 2 . 3 ' ~of black preme Court authorized the busing that
school children in the South were attend- became a prilnaly way of integrating
S
~ St.is because
courts continue
ing inteklated schools. ~
hand force
~
~ C ~ O~OThis
~
were used to keep schools segregated; to decrease mandated integration rethe states and its citizens were in open quirements for school districts under the
defiance of the nqw desegregation laws. belief that such wed segregation is
not the ~ Z SofUitltetlti0naI
~
g O ~ ~ l
These trends continued until the
action,
but
of
uncontrollable
societal
lnent was forced to intervene. ln the
!$v I?im . l e ~ d t i r ~ s

'

tribution of funds topredominantly minority schools. As a result, the violations
which occurred in 1969 become too attenuated for the court
to find that they were
the direct cause of any
current resegregation.
Justice Kennedy illustrated this pbint in
Freeman by stating "as
the de jure violation
becomes more remote
in time and these demographic changes inteivene, 'it becomes less
likely that a current ra- .
cia1 imbalance in a school district is a
vestige of the prior de jure sustem."
I believe that the Supreme Court
made the right decision in eliminating the
forced busing practice for a variety of
reasons. First, people should be allowed
to live and raise their children where they
choose. Second, there are other remedies available to the court and communities besides forced busing. And third,
there are studies which actually show
that Brown.remedies have some times
hurt the education which minorities receive.
The bottom line for me revolves
around a freedom of choice when it

comes to raising a family and choosing
a community. Human beings naturally
gravitate to neighborhoods and communities with whom they
share common values. A
family should be allowed
to choose a neighborhood
based on their own family
values and' then expect
that their children-black
or white-will
not be
bused to some other community in order to assure
a racial balance. Many diverse and successful communities are based on demographic choice rather than any sort
ofc'white flight."
The basic argument for.forced
busing centers around the belief (and
reality in many cases) that the minority
schools receive less funding than thepredominantly white suburban schools. One
remedy, instead of forced busing, that
the court could instrument would be a
change in how the schools are funded.
Currently in Georgia, as is the case with
most states besides California, the
school system for acommunity is funded
through the local property taxes. Therefore, the wealthier the area, the better
the school system. Well, what if the

property taxes were pooled together and
then distributed equally to all the schools?
Wouldn't that assure a guaranteed level
of equality without any forced busing?
Lastly, according to an article
by Jacqueline Irvine, "Black Students
and School Failure: Policies, Practices,
and Prescriptions," some studies have
indicated that black students' education
may actually be hurt by some factors
related to integration of schools. These
findings include black students may lose
confidence and perform more poorly in
integrated schools than in apredominancy
black school because of factors including poor teacher attitudes, lack of role
models, and biases in the administration.
If these studies are found to be scientifically accurate and repeatable, which
is more important to the minority student, desegregation or classroom education and performance?

trends.

School Board ofNew Kent County, Va.,
that school boards had an "affirmative
duty" to ensure "racial discrimination
would be eliminated root and branch."
The same is live now as was true then.
Second, a well developed body
of research supports that desegregation,
at least under certain circumstances, has
produced tangible educational benefits
for minority children with no detriment
to whites. Controlling for the relevant
measurable variables, school desegregation appears to increase educational
achievement for minority students and
enhance their "life chances" as measured
by a variety of social indicators. Guiy
Oijield, Susan E. Ealon, arzd The
'Huivurd Prujeci on School Desegregaiion, Dismanilirig Desegseguliori:
Tlze Qllief Reveisal qf'Bi.owri v. Board
uf Edmaliorz ( 1996).
This 'countty has made great
strides towards educational equality
since the decision in Brown, and we can
hope that there will be a time when integration may someday endure without a
forced government effort to preserve it.
Yet, it would be naive to argue that time
has come. Thirty years may seem like a
long time, but in the history ofAmericaon the heels of 90 years of Jim Crow
and 200 years of black slavery-it's
nothing. Ironically, busing will become
unnecessary only when no one continues to oppose it.

The long and deep-rooted histoly of racial subordination in this countly is being ignored, and instead we are
being fed social and legal fallacies that
state that legal equity is the same as
actual equity. The effect of this logic is
an essential "throwing up of the hands";
as long as the States are not openly supporting segregation, there is nothing that
the law can do.
If this were true in actuality, the
decision rendered in Brown would have
no teeth whatsoever. Instead, school
systems should take the necessaty affinnative steps to ensure the desegregation of our public schools. There are
several reasons why the govetnment
must continue to be involved in school
desegregation.
Fiwt, in Brown v. Board of Education, the Supreme Court clearly rejected the separate but equal doctrine,
holding instead that separate educational
facilities are inherently unequal. Indeed,
the Court premised its holding on the inequality engendered by intangible factols. According to the Court, separating
children on account of race "generates
a feeling of inferiority as to their status
in the community that may affect their
hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever
~to ~
~ t
be eundone."
In 1968 the Supreme
Court confilmed in Green vs. County
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Editorials

SURVIVAL
TIPS F O R
By Brian McCarflzy
Managing Edilor
I am not sure about the 1L or
3L class, but here in the land of 2Ls we
have had a plethora of recent engagements announced by happy students.
Upon brief moments of reflection, I have
decided to de-classify many of my secrets regarding the survival skills necessary to actually make it through the
wedding planning and get married on
that special day.
Just so everyone knows where
my vast experience comes from, on
March 2nd I will have been married all
of m e year. Now, sure that does not
represent any sort of medallion anniversaw
- by.any- means,
but I was able to
trick my wonderful
bride into saying "I
do" after eight long
months of wedding
planning. That in and
of itself is one heck
of an accomplishment.
Therefore, I feel it is my duty,
my responsibility, to take some of these
young hopefuls under my wing and guide
them to the wonderhl institution of marital bliss.
First and foremost, gentlemen,
never, and I mean "NEVER, say the
words "I don't care." Whether it is a reception chair covering that is white or
bone, believe me - you care. You must

always be aware of the fact that while
you have spent all of five minutes thinking about the ceremony, your lovely bndeto-be has been dreaming, thinking, contemplating her wedding day since she
was a 4th grader and got to be a flower
girl for some distant relative. If you say
"I don't care," then that means that you
do not care about the wedding which in
the girl's mind means that you-are having second thoughts and that is not a conversation you want to have in the middle
of the Rich's bridal registry department.
So guys, you can see the tight
rope that you will have to walk for the
nextseveral months. On one side you
do not want to get too involved, because
then you could be spending hours choosing which type of napkin will beon the table.
Or worse, you could
be accused by the future bride of "taking
over" the wedding
and trying to make it
just like your friend's
wedding that the two of you went to a
few months ago. Onthe other side is the forbidden "I don't care." The easiest way to
survive is to ask your lovely bride-to-be
for her top three choices in everything.
Then you can pick which one is your
favorite and you have done the requisite participation and shown a moderate
level of interest in which size wine glass
to register for. You can apply the "Rank-

EDDING

PLANNERS

ing Method" to any of the mundane
-choicesyou will be faced with in the comkg months: napkin size, napkin' ruffle
length,
- tablecloth length
over the reception tables,
fine china selections, everyday china selections,
fine silver, eveiyday silver, crystal, everyday
ciystal, fine pots, eveiyday pots. You get the idea.
While the "RankingMethod" did
manage to keep me sane over those eight
months of wedding planning (that's another thing, make the engagement as
short as possible, maybe even elope to
Vegas if she is up for it. But only ask for
this ONE time), the second most important secret would be to register at all the
stores on the same day. Otherwise the
process could drag on for months. Hit all
the stores-Rich's, Ross Simons, Crate
& Barrel--on the same day. Now, you
may need some major guy time afterwards, but it will beworth it when it is all
done and you never have to do it again.
Some of the stores actually are not all
bad - at Rich's you even get this little
gun thing, but unfortunately no holster.
Third, you want to try and keep
your mother out of it as much as possible. There are going to be enough comparisons over your life time and all kinds
of Oedipal references that you do not
want to have them begintwo weeks after you get engaged. Off the top of my
head, the most obvious instance occurs

when it comes time for your mother to
deliver her guest list to the in-laws. If
you are lucky enough to have an infinite number of
guests, fine. If, however, your family's
maximum number is
175, make sure your
mother's list does not
read 225. Your
mother will have plenty of other opportunities to plan a wedding, make sure
she does not tramp1 on your finacee's,
it will make matters worse if you have
to get between them at all.
And finally, plan the honeymoon so that you leave as soon as possible after the reception. If that means
waking up at the c~ackof dawn to catch
a flight, then do it. While the brunches
and things are a great time to say hello
to old friends that you sure as heck did
not get a chance to talk to during the
reception, you are missing vital beach
time on some island with an umbrella
drink if you choose to go to them instead of catching that first flight.
Above all remember, when you
turn around in the church to be introduced, you will not be happy about the
wedding ceremony, etc., you have accepted that fact a long time ago and have
had the entire engagement to be happy.
You will be happy because the wedding
planning is over.
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ASSOCIATION
B v David Rilles
On November 13,2002, Dr. Robert R.
Friedmann, a professor in Georgia State
University's Criminal Justice program,
spoke about the conflict in the Middle
East and what that conflict means for
the United States today. The Jewish
Law Student Association sponsored this
timely program.
Dr. Fiiedmann, who spent nearly
half of his life in Israel before coming to
the United States to attend graduate
school and teach, opened the program
by discussing the historical factors behind the creation of Palestine and Israel.
He said most of the historical factors
were not religious but actually geo-political. because in ancient times the

Ov ,V%A(hc~cll,7bni Jones
Student
Association (STLA) members Jim Wall and
Lance Tyler gave a mock trial demonstration to approximateiy 40 international

mock trial
demonstration for visiting students. The
students come to Atlanta under the auspices of the Atlanta Ministly for International Students. The Ministly sponsors the students over the Christmas
break because they are not able to return to their native countries. They live
with host families and have tours of Atlanta. One of the highlights of their stay
is the tour of the Fulton County Courthouse and the mock trial demonstration.
Few countties have trial-by'-jury.
In fact, over 90% of all jury trials take
place in the United States. During the&
tour of the Fulton County Courthouse,

.

By fiacy Altnzan

Middle East was the "center of the
world," or, as Dr. Friedmann analogized,
the comer office with the best window.
Whoever possessed this region had the
most control. He said that importance
is now starting to decline. Dr.
Friedmann paid particular attention to
the Roman occupation, the Ciusades,
the Dreyfuss case, and the key developments in the 20th centuly, including
the partition in 1948 and the attacks on
Israel in 1967 and 1973 (the Yom Kippur War).
After laying out the historical
-background, Dr. Friedmann discussed
why the conflict in the Middle East is
so important now. He criticized the
Palestine Liberation Organization, as
well as other Arab countries in the area,

SPEAKER

for their "strategic, conscientious decision to use violence for a better share of
the pie," and he said that Arabs are now
engaged in a zero-sum game.
For the United States, this conflict is important because the forms of
violence used in the Middle East can be
used and copied here. It is easy to look
at the suicide bombers in Tel Aviv and
analogize them to the sniper and anthrax
attacks in the United States. It is even
easier to make a connection to the events
of September 1 1th. Dr. Friedmann said
that the United States' fixation on individuals, such as Osama Bin Laden and
Yasir Arafat, is wrong. The West should
focus on strategies and interactions to
solve the problem. The United States is
facing this problem currently with the

conflict with Iraq and the war on terror,
which expertspredict could last between
five and thirty years.
Dr. Friedmann concluded by
answering a question in regard to what
Israel is willing to give up in the struggle.
He replied, "If Israel allows itself to commit suicide, the West is not far behind.
Israel is the canary in the mineshaft for
the West."
Dr. Friedmann alluded to pastdebates he has had with Arabs in similar forums, and he said that those debates often became emotional instead
ofintellectual. Here, Dr. Friedmannportrayed this very emotional topic in a rational and objective way that might not
have been possible in a roundtable format.

neighbor. In Proverbs 8: 15-16, the personified Wisdom declares, "By me kings
reign, and rulers decree justice. By me
princes rule, and nobles--all who judge
rightly." In the same chapter, this same
Wisdom is shown to be the wisdom by
which all of US ought to lead our lives,
and the wisdom by which God created
everything that exists. That all three.
would be the same wisdom is startling
enough to the contemporary mind; but
then, in John 1:3 and 14, we find that this
Wisdom is no mere abstract system, but
the Word through Whom "all things came
into being" and Who "became flesh, and
dwelt among us." That is, Wisdom is not
impersonal "reason" or "logic," but aperson--Christ. From this starting point, we
discussed the Christian view of man, of

government, and of the nature of law.
On January 29, local plaintiffs
attorney Tom Brown spoke to us about
the way in which the Christian's faith
and love manifest themselves in the
course i f everyday practice. Mr. Brown
focused on the importance of an
attorney's relationship with his or her client; he noted that it was easy to get lost
in the work and lose sight of the person,
and urged us to keep an eternal perspecthe. "None of the motions you file, none
of the arguments you make will go on to
eternity," he said. "The people, they go
on." He warned us against the easy pitfalls of greed, anger, and dishonesty, and
reminded us that to yield to them was to
disserve the client in numerous ways.

the visiting students were shown the introducto~yfilm shown to all prospective
juron that explains the duties of a juror.
They then went to Judge Henry
Newkirvs coul-troom where the Judge
oresided over the mock trial demonstra-

College of Law at theNational Trial Advocacy competition at Michigan State.
They did an outstandingjob, finishing fifth
in the competition. In fact, GSU was
the only team to beat Florida State.
However, since Florida ~tate'hadmore
overall points, they advanced to the final four, and subsequently won the National Championship. Jim and Lance
presented various aspects of the
competition's murder trial to the international students, who marveled at their
advocacy skills. The students again
rated this program hosted by STLA as
the best part of their stay in Atlanta.

.

What is the relationship befaith and lega1thinking? And how
does one's faith affect one's day-to-day
practice of law? As a culture, we tend
increasingly to think of faith as an entirely private and subjective thing--useful for one's own comfort and enjoyment, and perhaps also to inform one's sense
of personal ethics, but of little application otherwise. But for the 'Christian,
the matter can't be left at that. The primary commandment given in the
Judaeo-Christian Scriptures--"You shall
love the Lord your God with all your
heart, with all your soul, and with all your
mindv--is unlimited; it applies to every
person, in every place, time, thought,

word, and deed. The Christian Legal
Society has concentrated this year on
understanding how our love for God--a
love
possible only by His original
and overwhelming love for us--works
of law,
itself out in our
and in the way we will approach our
practice after law school.
Throughout the fall semester,
we conducted a study in which we examined Biblical principles of jurisprudence. ~ t ' seasy enough.to take a "religiouswposition on a legal issue (especially a controversial one); but the love
us to go deeper--to find
of ~ o moves
d
the foundational tmths on which all our
thinking should be based, and then to
build up that thinking in love--first for
~ o d and
, then, consequently, for our
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student Bar Association
As the spring semester moves
into full-gear, your Student Bar Association has organized another packed
semester of activity. In honor of our
20th Anniversary, we're continuing our
tradition of excellence through historically successful programs and enhancing that tradition with new SBA events.
In February, we hope to begin
a new tradition here at GSU Law with
our "Faculty and Staff Appreciation Reception." Although all of us are grateful for the tremendous efforts of our professors, our administration, and our law
school personnel, it is not everyday that
we take the opportunity to express our

admiration. On Thursday, Februa~y20,
please comejoin us in giving thanks f?om
4:00 until 6:00 in the West Hall Exhibit
area on the second floor.
In the spirit of community service, we are planning a second "Party
with a Purpose" on Friday, March 14th.
Although the party will have a St. Patrick's
Day theme in celebration of luck and fortune, the SBA will be collecting homeless shelter supplies for those who are
not as blessed. Collections will also be
accepted all week for those who are unable to attend the event.
Additionally, March will provide
an excellent opportunity for networking,
as the SBA works to collaborate with the
Atlanta Bar Association on two events.

Although the dates and times are still
being finalized, we hope to have a representative of the Atlanta Bar deliver a
presentation on the benefits of becoming a member, followed by a social reception where current Atlanta Bar members get to know GSU law students.
Finally, our annual Law Week
tradition has been set for March 31
through April 4. Although it is still
months away, we've already begun the
preparations to make our anniversary
year spectacular at our first Law Week
Planning Meeting last month. This year's
theme will focus on changes we have
seen over the last 20 years, in our school,
our laws, and our country. We will also
take special notice of the role that bal-

ance has played in shaping these
changes. Student organizations have.
already begun working to arrange
speakers and activities for this law
school tradition. The spirit of this tradition begins at our Law Week Kick-off
Party on Friday, March 28, and culminates in the spectacular Barristers' Ball
on Saturday,April 5th.

Febmarv

3 - SBA Meeting (4:30-6)in Room 170
17- SBA Meeting (4:30-6)in Room 170
20 - FacultyIStaff Appreciation Reception 4-6 (Pdfloor West Exhibit Hall)
21-23 - Spring ABA Meeting in New Orleans
17-21- Spring SBA Election Nominations Accepted
24-28 - Spring SBA Election Ca~npaigning
25 - Townhall Meeting (12- 1)and (5-6)
March

10 - SBA Meeting (4:30-6)in Room 170Spring SBA Elections begin
14 - St. Patrick's Day Party with a Puvose
17- SBA Meeting (4:30-6)in Room 170
21 - Deadline for Student Orgaiiizatio~isof the Year Applications
26 - 1L Library Jumpstart Program 12-1
28 - Law Week Kick-off Party (7-?)
31 - Law Week begills
J-4
J'

1-4- Law Week (cont.)

5 - Bamsters' Ball
7 - SBA Meeting (430-6) in Room 170; Transfu Adlninistrations
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ing and fanning. H O W much can there the system, ifyou don't have ajob to do.
l!v I'm1 Viguos
C'lnss of 1996
.
- be for the ~egislativeCounsel to do?
The Governor despises us, beActually, alot. The Governor cause we don't tell the Legislature to roll
I relnember being at the col- regularly ignores the Legislature and the over when he shoves. Some of our defi- .
Constitution, when they get in his way. anct comes from our background in the
lege of L~~ when the ~~~k~~
out with its filst issue. ~ ~ ~ ~wasi SO
n when
~ h he isent
~ down
~ a bill that gave Georgia public defender system. Some
himself
a
salary
increase,
he didn't ex- 0.f it comes from confidence we learned
teaching c i v pm. T~~ J~~~~ was
coaching the mock trial teams.
pect the Legislature to defeat it.
.
in mock trial competitions. .We know
Kosrae has a Constitution, al- what the burdens of proof and persuaHogue' was dropping bread
clutnbs for the slower of us to follow , most congruent with the U.S. Constitu- sion are all about.
in our effolt to
the basics tion. The Kosrae Constitution limits salIt's also kind of fun, but disturbaly
increases
for
the
high
elected
offiing,
to
get
fired by the Governor. He
ofcon
L~~ 1. D~~~the college o f ~ a w
fired
Rhonda
and I last year in a pair of
still offer that lnost excellent series of cials of each branch ofgovernment. This
coulses~~h~ exercises have influenced is basic law. Our advice to the Legisla- letters suitable for framing. The Legisture was, don't pass the bill; it's uncon- lature went to Court under the Separaall my legal document draftings.
What IL would think any of stitutional.
tion of Powers Doctrine. The Court
On
behalf
of
the
Governor,
the
granted
apreliminary injunction. A hearthat would actually make the difference
in real practice? H~~~ I am in the Attorney General sued the Legislature, ing is scheduled for late February.
I cannot recommend the pacific
lniddle ofthe westelm
pacific and that asking the Court for declaratoly relief.
basic stuff is the beginning and ending He wanted the Court to advise the Leg- islands as a wonderful land of opportuout to islature that a hypothetical amendment nity, other than in the areas ofgreed and
of
practice. I
~
,
ia year
~ and ~a half~ ago, ~to to~ the ~Governor's
i
~defeated bill would corruptiqn. .The Legislatures are often
leave the fistrations of the public de- pass constitutional analysis. Our advice compt, or derelict in performing their
fender systeln behind. I came with to the Legislature, move for dismissal for duties. TOpractice law here, to maintain
Rhonda Byers, another College ofLaw lack of Subject Matter Jurisdiction. Here . basic constitutional, moral and ethical
alum. The Kosrae State Legislature we are, in the Western Pacific, revisit-. principles, can be exhausting.
On the other hand, anybody who
offered us both jobs. We both'wanted ing basicciv Pro.
wants
to
come out here will find plenty
You
might
think
that
the
highest
to work, were looking for change, figto
do.
The
people can use all the prinranking
law
enforcement
office
in
the
urid
would have little to do apart
cipled
advocates
they can get. Statethe expected drafting of bills, State *odd have a grasp of basic legal
aln&dments, resol&ons, memos, and principles. You would be wrong. The . 'side lawyers will also find plenty ofjobs.
letters. We grossly undei.estilnaied the Attorney General's office has no more Nearly every island state or nation Suspotential.
respect for the law than the Governor.
tains a high turnover of U.S. lawyers.
Living in a tropical paradise
For me, the best part of being
Picture ~ o s r a State
e
- a single
sounds
a
lot
better
than
slogging
it
out
in
here
is
helping
the Legislature to undervolcanic rainforested is+& with amund
350 inches of rain a year. The world's the polluted air ofAtlanta But, Tropical stand that it must be strong in order for
best limes, fresh Sashimi, warm tropi- Islands look better the further away you the constitutional system to work right.
If the best amounts to a dream,
cal water; a paradise half way between stay.from them. You don't see the tiash.
Hawaii and Australia; an economy You don't see the incompetence. You still I'm loving the rain, the sashimi and
don't see the women kept as second limes, my neighbors, and all the stories
based on the munificence of the U.S.
class
citizens. Then too, you don't rankle I'll have to tell my grandchildren.
Congress, otherwise subsistence fish-
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A M E R I C A E E D S AF
By David Doi-sey

Consider three heresies. Nothing in Africans' genes or character warranted American enslavement, ideologically and materially the worst in human
history, which for many endured until the
mid 2 0 century.
~
Nothing in our behavior walrants incarceration now in percentage greater than any other ethnicity
on earth. 'Civil Rights' has engendered
a re-segregation more alarming than slavery itself.
These heresies violate
America's invincible myth of our generic
inferiority. (America defines itself as a
nation of immigrants from the whole
human race. Plus 'African Americans'.)
The Reparations Movement confronts
this dualism, and ignorance about our
past and present, seeking the redress
which would attend acknowledging the
facts. Presently this Movement is the
only Cause which draws allegiance fkom
every region, profession, and economic,
educational and social status: unemployed, imprisoned, entrepreneurs, poli-

By Lawrence Dietrich

We have all heard the saying
that the third year bores you to death.
Well, five of us 3Ls decided to have none
of that this past semester. What better
way to keep from being bored to death
than running a marathon. Or so our notion went. We all knek that once school
ends this summer, our schedules will
change drastically. Work will beckon.
No longer will we have time on Friday
mornings to fit in a quick i O mile run.
No more afternoon naps. Family and
work deadlines will become morepressing than a marathon finish line. So we
seized the moment and charged ahead.
The expert among our group,
Tara Kinney, completed the Atlanta
Marathon on Thanksgiving Day last year.
The marathon included a route right past
the law school doors. This was Tara's
third marathon and she finished it in under four hours - 6th in her age group.
For the rest of us, finishing was
the goal. Brian Nichols, Sally Carden,
~
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ticians, lawyers, doctors, celebrities, the
homeless, students. And nary a nonblack ally.
However, reparations (and
apologies) are granted to Japanese, Jews
and other non-black victims worldwide.
consider two paradoxes. Extension ofjustice to blacks is perceived
to require great injustice to other Americans. Entty of African Americans into
any facet of the culture impels greater
oppression of most.
The Movement seeks first a
symbolic acknowledgement of the past
and present horrors. Therefore, it now
concentrates on teaching both other
Americans and African Americans that
our current travail is a manifestation of
the same American philosophy as was
slavery. Except in prisons, America has
renounced overt slaveiy but none of its
premises. If that were understood the
Movement believes that reparations, that
is, redress would followwillingly.
If this educational stage was
successful, America's formulation of
public policy, including blacks (for the

first time genuinely), would design programs of redress. No one knowledgeable in the Movement, I think, proposes
arbitraly grants to individuals. ' That
would only reinforce the myth and the
alienation.
Social programs dependant on
such awakening in American self-perception are easy to imagine yet impossible to imagine occurring - universal
equitable health care; reform of criminal law from cop, prosecutor, and war$en to Supreme Court by inventing and
enforcing humane, constructive, equitable standards for the exercise of discretion; schooling~whichenables evelyone to earn and live at a level America
perceives to be minimally fulfilling; etc.
Special programs, "Reparations" for black Americks, are needed
to redress existing grotesque disparities.
They would cost untold millions. But
two ironies about cost arise. First, reparations would cost immeasurably less
than the astounding price that America
pays to maintain its myth and our caste.
Prison, for example, costs more per per-

son than college; emergency wards are
more than preventive health care; crime
more than 'welfare.' America would
save money by redirecting expenditures
away from oppressing us (with crippled
excuses) into repairing the devastation
currently inflicted. In constructive Reparations for black Americans there's gold
for all Americans.
Second, redress for us cannot
be fully achieved without also addressing profound deprivations visited upon
many other Americans. If real education, health care, adequate wages and
working conditions, and a semblance of
justice does not become pandemic, the
myth of our unworthiness will undermine
all blackprogress, just as it has corrupted
Affimative Action. Everyone would be
better off i f Americans were not mesmerized by the untruth that god and
Nature compel the subordination of their
black compatriots.
Personally, I doubt that the
Reparations
Movement can succeed
because an indirect consequence would
be a decent nation. Patriotism, however,
requires me to try it.

Lindsey Churchill, and myself choose the
Kiawah Island Marathon ip Kiawah Is;
land, South ~arolina.This marathon is
billed as
one of the
flattest
marathons
in
the
country exactly
what w e
were looking for.
Who needs
the hills of
Atlanta to
further
complicate
running
26.2 miles?

While Brian Nichols had previously run
a marathon, for Sally, Lindsey, and myself it was our first. Our training started
four months
prior to the
race, usually six days
a week for
most of that
time. Having friends
push me to
keep going
during the
training was
the key. I
couldn't
give
up
without everyone
finding out
and harassing me - so it became just easier to grin
and bear it and keep running. For four
long months until finally it was race day.
But we all succeeded in finishing - with

times ranging between four and five and
a half hours.
The real goal we achieved this
past semester was simply setting a goal
and striving for it. Law school is an intense time - full of stress, exams, reading, externships, finding time for families and friends, job hunts,-and so much
more. But in realty, it is also a last time
of flexible schedules and random chunks
of free time sprinkled throughout the
day. We chose to fill some of those voids
with marathon training. But the key f o ~
all of us is to make sure we fill those
voids with something meaningful - othelwise that time will simply slip away.
We challenge each of you to set a goal
for next year (or the rest of this semester) -whether that goal is simply spending more time with family, catching up
on missed episodes of Sex and the City,
running a marathon, or whatever else
catches your fancy. Take advantage of
the time we,have here at law school
and don't graduate thinking 'what if.
Happy running!

Unfortunately themarathon happened to fall light
in the middle of exams -but it was just
a quick jog around an island, right? It
would be a nice break from studying.
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MOOT COURT
Upcoming Competitions
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Spong: Feb. 2 1-22
Civil Rights: Feb. 27-March 1
First Amendment: Feb. 27-28
ABA: T.B.A.
Wagner: March 5-9
Evans: March 28-30
Evidence: April 3-5
Intrastate: T.B.A.

Moot Court Board Members welcome new Candidates with karaoke madness!
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